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198. 397; influence exaction. 156. 411-

159

Clark. Dave, 412

Clarke. Ian. 169

click-wrap licenses. 444-446

clickworkets project (NASA), 69-70

clinical trials, peer-produced, 333

clusters in network topology. 12-13, 248-

250. 253-256, bow lit SIII1CtIlle of

Web. 249-250; synthesis of public

opinion, 184. 199. See also topology,

nerwork

Coate. Ronald, 39, 87

Cohen. Julie. 416

Coleman. Jam., 93, 36t

collaboration, open-source, 66-67

collaboration, traditional. See traditional

model of communication

collaborative authorship, 218; among

universities, 338-341. 347-330: social

501M2ft. 372-373. See also peer pro-

collective social action, zz

commercial culture, production of. 299-

296

commercial mass media: basic critiques

of, 196-111; corrective effects of net-

work environment, 220-2251 45 plat-

form for public sphere. 178-18o, 183--

186. 198-199; 511112tUlt Of, 178-180.

See dm traditional model of commu-

nicuion

commercial was media, political free-

dom and. 176-211; criticisms, 196-2n:

design characteristics of liberal public

sphere, 1813-185

commercial model of communication,

4. 9, 22-21, 39-60, 335-459. 470-471;

autonomy and. 164-166; barriers 10

justice. 302; emerging role of mass

media, 178 i8o, 185-x86, 198-t99, en-

closure movement, 380-382; map-

ping. framework for, 389-396; medi-

cal innovation and, 343-346; path

dependency, 386-389; relationship

with social producers, 12.2-127;

security-related policy. 73-74. 396,

43-7-439; shift away from, 10-13,

stakes of information policy, 460-473;

structure of mass media, t78-t8o;

transaction costs, 39-6o. to6-u6. See

also market-based information pro-

commercial press, 186-188. 202

commercialism, undermining political

concern, 197, 204-210

common-carriage regulatory system, 16o

commons, 24, 60-62, 229-135. 316-317;

autonomy and, 44-46; cable pro-

viders as, 399-401; CriSpfleS4 of social

exchange, 109; human welfare and

development, 308-311; municipal

broadband initiatives, 405-408; types

of, 61-6z; wireless communications

as, 89. 152-154

commons, production through. See peer

production

commons-based research, 317-3211, 334-

935; food and agricultural innovation,

32.8-3.,4; medical and pharmaceutical

innovation, 44-333

communication: authoritarian control,

working around, 266-171; capacity

of, 32.-33; feasibility conditions for so-

cial production, 99-to6; pricing. tio;

thickening of preexisting relations,

357; duough performance. 205; trans-

action costs, 112-113; university olli-

.nccs, 338-341. 347-350. See glut

wired communiationu wirdess com-

munications
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communicatkin diversity. See diversity

communication tools, 215-219

communities: critical culture and sell-

reflection, 15-16, 70-74, 76, 112,

293-294; fragmentation of, 15, 234-

235• 135- 156. 465-466; human and

Internet. together, 375-377; immer-

sive Linen en.. 74, .35-136; mu-

nicipal broadband initiatives, 405-403:

open wireless networks, 402-405;

persons, 19-20; technology-defined

social structure, 29-14: virtual, 348-

361

community clusters. See clusters in net-

work topology

commnniry regulation by social norms.

See social relations and norms

competition: communications infra-

structure, 257-139; market and non-

market producers. 122- 123

computational capacity, 8i-82, 86;

traitsaction cons. 112-115

computer gaming environment, 74. 135 -

136

computers, toy; infrastructure owner-

ship, 155; policy on physical devices.

4o8-4r2; as shareable, lumpy goods,

113-115

concentration in broadband acc.eSS serv-

ices, 240

concentration of mass-media power. 157,

197, 159-204. 235, 237-241; c
orrective

effects of network environment, 225-

concentration of Web attention, 
141- 261

connectivity, 86

constraints of information production,

monetary, 6-7, 32; control of. 99;

cost minimization and benefit maxi-

mization. 42; feted and initial costs.

Ito; production costs as limiting, 164-

165; transaction costs. 59- 6o. See also

commons; social capital

Index 495

constraints of information production,

physical, 3-4, 24-23. See do capital

for production

constraints on behavior. See autonmnmi

freedom

consunter demand for information. 205

consumer surplus. See rapacity, sharing

consumerism, active vs. passive, 126-

127. 135

contact, online vs. physical, 360-361

content layer of institutional ecolog,

354, 391, 439-457. 469-470; c917'

right issues, 439-4.44: recent changes,

595
content, cultural. See culture

contractual enclosure, 444-446

control of public sphere. See mass media

controlling culture, 297-300

controversy, avoidance of, 205

cooperation gain, 88

cooperative production. See peer pro-

duction

coordinated effects of individual actions,

4-5. See alio clusters in network to-

pology; peer production

copyleft, 65, 342

copyright issues, 177-278. 439--444. Ser

alio proprietary rights

core Web sites. 249-230

cost: crispness of, 109-113: minimizing,

42; of production, as limiting. 164-

165: proprietary models, 461-462;

technologies. 462. See alms capital for

production

creative capacity, 52-55; feasibility condi-

tions for social production, 99-106;

pricing, tio

Creative Commons initiative. 435

creativity, value of, 109-113

credibility, earning, See accreditation

criminalization of copyright infringe-

ment, 441-442

crispness of currency exchange, 109-113
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critical culture and self-reflection. 15-16.

293-294; Open Directory Project, 76;

self-idemification as transaction cost,

its; Wiktperliti project, 70-74

cultural production. See culture; infor-

mation production

culture, 273-300. 466-467; criticality of

(self-reflection). 15-16; 70-74, 76, mu.

295-294. freedom of. 279-235, 297:

influence traction. 156, 158-159; as

motivational contact. 97; participa-

tory, policies for, 297-300; security of

Context, 143,46; shaping perceptions

of others, 147-t51. 170, 220-225, 297-

300; social exchange, crispness of, to9

113; of television, 135: transparency of.

285 -294

daily newspapers, 40

dailyKos.com site, 221

data storage capacity, 56; transaction

costs, iti- 115

Database Directive, 449-45.

database protection. 449-451; trespass to

chattels, 451-453

Davis. Nick, 221-123, 243-246, 260

Dawkins, Richard, 184

de minimis digital sampling. 443-444

de Solla l'rice, Derck, 243

Dean, iloward, 258

decency. See social relations and norms

decentralization of communications, to-

12, 62

Davi. Edward, 94

DK:SS program, 417

defining price, 109-t13

demand for information, consumer, zo3

demand-side effects of information pros-

titution. 43. 45

democratic societies, 7-16, 177; auton-

omy. 8-9. critical culture and social

relations, 15-16; independence of

Web sites, to;; individual capabilities

in. 20--22; justice and human devel-

opment, 13-15; public spEare, shift

from mass media, 10-13; shih from

mass-media communications model,

to-13; social-democratic theories of

justice, 308 ht

democratizing effect of Internet. 213 214;

tritiquta of claims of, 233-237

depression, 359-361

deregulation. See policy

determinism, technological, 16-18

development. commons-based. 317 328,

354 355; food and agricultural innova-

tion, 328-344; medical and pharma-

ceutical innovation, 344-353

devices (physi.1), policy regarding, 408-

412. See do. computers

Diebold Election Systems, 225-232. 262,

589-390

digital copyright. See pmprietary rights

digital divide. 236-137

Digital Millennium Copyright Aar

(DMC.A). 00, 413413

digital sampling, 441-444

dignity, 19

Dill, Stephen, /49-250

dilution of trademarks, 290, 446-448

discussion lists (electronic). 2t5

displacement of real-world interaction,

dis3it5i7. bu3t6eci2 .c3o6m6 puting projects, 81-133

distributed filtering and accreditation,

171-171

distributed production. See peer }statue-

Distr buted hoofreading site. St

dis'it 'rib:lair-in lists (electronic), it

distribution of information. 68-69, go

Si; power law distribution of site

Connetti011s, 241-261; university-basol

innovation, 348-355

diversity, 164-169: appropriation grate-

pet. 49; of behavioral options, iso-

52. 17o, changes in iaste, 126; frag-

mentation of communication. 15, 23.5
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235. 238: 256. 465-466, granularity of

participation. 100,01, 113-114: hu-

man communication, 55- 56; human

motivation, 6, large-audience pro-

gramming„ 197, 204-210, 259-260;

011.54,-MedilICd environments. 165 -66;

motivation is produce. 6, 92-99, 115.

See also autonomy

DMCA (Digital Millennium Copyright

Act). Ohs. 413413

Doctors Without Borders, 347

domain name Sy.... 429-434

Drewer. Daniel, 251. 255

drugs, commons-based research on, ;44-

)53

DSL See broadband networks

dumb luck, justice and, 303-304

Dworkin, Gerard, 40

Dworkin. Ronald. 304. 307

dynamic inefficiency. Set efficiency of

information regulation

Esther. 45

e-mail, 215; thickening of proration% re,

lotions. 363-366

el3dy x listicleri Edge, 451-453

CTMOOM /1" analysis, role of. 18

CCOIMITI IC d212, ACC MS to, 313 314

economic opportunity, 130- 131

economics in liberal political theory, 19-

20: cultural freedom 279-285. 297

economics of information production

and innovation. 35- 58; current pro-

duction strategic, 41-48: exclusive

rights, 49-50, 56- 58: production over

computer networks, 50-56

economics of norimarket production. 9:-

117; anagarce in digital networks,

116-12r. feasibility conditions, 99-106;

transaction costs. 106-116. See

also motivation to produce

Edelman. Ben, 268

editorial filtering. See rek-vancr filtering

editorial vs. buSineSS defiSi011.S, 104

Index 497

educational instruction. 314-3t5, 327

efficiency of information regulation, 36-

42: 4950. m6-t16, 461-462: capacity

reallocation. 114-116; property protec-

tions. 31% wireless communications

policy, 154

Eisenstein, Elizabeth, 17

Eldred 11 Ashcroft. 442

electronic voting machines (cane study),

225-232, 261, 389-390

emergent order in networks. See dusters

in network topology

enclosure movement, 380-382

encryption, 457

encryption circurnverition. 414-417

encyclopedic information. emergence of,

70. Ser also Wiksyreelis project

enhanced autonomy. See autonomy

entertainment industry: hardware regu-

lation and, 409-411: immenive, 74.

135-136: peer-to-peer networks and,

415-418. See 4st music industry
entitlement theory, 304

environmental criticism of GM foods,

334
equality. See justice and human develop-

esteem. See intrinsic motivations

cdic (journalistic) vs business necessity,

197, 204-210

excess capacity, sharing, 81-89, 14-115.

157, 351-352

exclusivity. See also proprietary rights

exercise of programming power. 197,

299-204; corrective effects of network

environment. no-,25

existing information, building on, 37-

39. 52

etninsic motivations, 94-95

factual reporting. access to. 34

fair use in copyright, 440-441

family relations, strengthening of. 357.

362-366
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Fanning, Shawn, 84, 4.9

Farrell, Henry, 25t, 255

FastTrack architecture. 420

FCC See policy

feasibility conditions for social produc-

tion. 99-106

feedback and intake limits of mass nie-

iSa, i99

Feinbetg, Jcd. 40

Feat Publications, inc. Rural Tel Sera

449

Felten, Edward. 416

FHSST (Free High School Science

Tests). 101, 326

Figlitairlshome project, 82

(1k-sharing nrrsrnrks. 83-86, 418-428;

securiry considerations. 457

filtering, 68, 75-80, 169-174. 1i13, 253-

260; Amazon. 75: by authoritarian

countries, 236: capacity for, by FUSS

media, 199; concentration of mass-

media power. 157, 197. 199-204, 235,

237-241; corrective effects of network

environment. 220-129 as distributed

system. 171-171: Google, 76: Open

Directory Project (ODP), 76; as pub-

lic good, 12.; Sluhdot. 76-80, 104;

watchdog functionality, 236, 261-266

filtering by information provider. See

blocked access

financial reword, as donotivator, 94-96

fine-grained goods, 113

firms. See market-based information

producers; traditional model of com-

munication

first-best preferences, mass media anti

concentration of mass-media power.

157. 220- 225, 235. 237-241: large-

audience programming, 197, 204-110.

259-260; power of mass media own-

era, 197, 199-204, 220-225

Fisher. Wilk1111 (refry), 15, 113, 276.

293, 4.9

Fiske. John. 135. 275. 393

fixed ccars, tin

Foldinehome project, 82-83

folk culture. See culture

food. commons-based reseanb on, 328-

329

food security, commonshasrd researth

329-344

formal autonomy theoly, 4o- cot

formal instruction. 34-315

fragmentation of communication, 15,

234-235, 238, 256, 465-466. See also

social relations and norms

Frarildin. Benjamin. 187

Franks, Charles, Si, 137

Free High School Science Texts

(FlISST), MI, 326

free software. 5. 46: 63-67; commons-

bused welfare development, 320-

323: 26 competition to market-based

business, tag human development

and lnancet t4. Hier on, 436-437;

project modularity and granularity,

tot security considerations, 457-

458

fret trade agreements. See trade policy

freedom, 19, 119; behavioral options, Iv,

152. 170; of commons, 62; cultural,

279-185. 297: property and corn-

rnons, 43-46

freedom as individuals. See autonomy

fiefdom policy. See policy

Freenet, 269-270

Frey. Bruno, 93-94

Friedman, Mikon,

friendship as motivation. See intrinsic

motivations

friendships. virtual, 359-361

Friendster, 368

Froomkin, Michael, 412. 432

FTAs. See trade policy

future: participatory culture. 297-3001

public sphere, 271-272
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games, immersive, 74, 135-136

C.CP (Generation Challenge Program),

341
GE (General Electric), t9t, 195

General Public License (GPL), 63-65,

104. See also free software

Generation Challenge Program (CCP),

34.
genetically modified (GM) foods. 332.-

338
Genome@home project, 02

geographic communiry, strength of. See

thickening of preexisting relations

Ghosh. Risltob. to6

gifts, 116-117

Gilmore, Dan, 219, 262

Glance, Natalie. 243.257

global development. 308-311. 355; food

and agricultural innovation, 328-344;

international harmonization. 459-455,

medical on,' pharmaceutical Moen/s-

tk.,. 344-353
global injustice. See justice and human

development

GM (generically modified) foods, 332-338

GNU/Linux operating system. 64-65

Gnurello, 420

Goclelier, Maurice. 109, ii6

golekri rice, 339

goods, information-embedded, 311-312

Cootcle, 76

Gould, Stephen Jay, 17

government: authoritarian control, 236,

266-271; independence from control

of, 184. 197-198, role of, 20-22;

working around authorities, 266- 271.

Ser also policy

GPL (General Public License). 63-65,

to+ See also free software

Grarnsei, Antonio, 28o

Granoveuer, Mark, 95, 360„ 361

granularity, 100-102; of lumpy goods,

113-114
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growth rates of Web sites, 244. 246-247

gTLD-MoU document, 431

Habennas, Jurgen, 181. 184. 2.05, all,

41z

The Halloween Memo. 123

Hampton. Keith. 363

handhelds. See computers; mobile

phones

HopMap Project, 351

hardware, ro5; infrastructure ownership,

155; policy on physical devices. 408-

412; us sfiarMhle, lumpy goods, zt3-

115

hardware regulations, 408-412

harmonization, international, 453-455

Hanis. Bev. 227, 228, 231

Hart, Michael, 80-81, 137

floyek. Friedrich. 10, 143

I IDI (I !ninon Development Index), 309-

health effects of GM foods. 314

Hearst, 'William Randolph, 203

Heller, Michael, 312

IIHI (l(erfinclabl-Hirsc.hrn. Index).

202

hierarchical organizations. See traditional

model of commonication

high-production value content, 167 -169,

294-297. See also accreditation

HIV/AIDS, 319, 318-329, 344-345; Ge-

home project. 82

Holiday, Billie, 173

I lollings, brim 409- 410

Hollywood. See entertainment industry

flyover. Herbert, 199-194

Hopkins Report, 229

Horner, Mark, sot

l-luberrnan. Bernardo, 243-244.346-247

human affairs, technology and, 16-'8
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human comniunicalive capacity, 52-55;

feosibiliry conditions for social pro-

duction, 99-106; pricing, no

human community. coexisting with In-

ternet, 375-377

human contact, online vs, physical, 360-

361

human elevckpment and justice, 13-15.

301-355, 467-468: comnions-based re-

search, 3t7-328; commons-based

strategies, 308 3t1; liberal theories Of.

909-358. See oho welfare

HuniPi Development Index (HDI), 309-

310

Hninan Development Report, 309

human freedom. See freedom

human MOTiVaTiOn, 6, 92-99; crowding

out theory, 115; cultural context of,

97; granularity of participation and,

100,02., 113-114

human welfare, 130-131; commons-based

research, 317-328; commons-based

strategies, 308-3.; digital divide, 236-

237: freedom from constraint, 157-158;

information-hued advantages, 311-915;

liberal theories of justice., 303-308.

See alio justice and human develop-

Huts!,, Reed, 221

hyperlinking on the Web, 218; power

low distribinion of site ionnestions,

241-261; as trespass, 451 - 453

lAtllC(41131:14n3a1tional Ad Hoc Commit-ee). 

IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Au-

thority), 430

IBM's business Stralerk 46-47. 223-124

ICANN (Inierriet Corporation Inc As-

signed Names and Numbers). 43.-

431
iconic representation.e of opinion. 205,

209-210

ideal market, 62 63
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inttnerSive entertainmenr, 74, 135 136

implicit knowledge, transfer of, 314-315

incentives of exclusive rights. See propri

etary tights

incentives to produce, 6, 92-99, crowd-

ing out theory, 115; cultural context

of, 97; granularity Of panicipation

and, ;00-102, 113-t i4

independence from government control.

184, 107-198

independence of Web sires, 103

individual autonomy, 8-9, 333,75, 464-

,05: culture and, 28o 281; formal

conception of. 140-141 independence

of Web sites, 103; individual capabili-

ties in, 20-22; information environ-

ment, structure of, t46 161: MASS me-

dia and, 164-166

individual capabilities and action, 20-22:

coordinated effects of individual ac-

tions. 4-v, cultural shift, 284; eco-

nomic condition and, 304; human

capacity as resource, 52-55; as modal-

ity of production. it9-12.o; as physical

capital, 99; technology and human

affairs. 16-18. See also autonomy;

nonrearket information producers

individualist methodologies, -18

industrial age: destabilization of, 32; re-

daction of individual aillollonly, 137-

t38

industrial model of communication, 4.

9, 12-18. 59-60, 389-459, 470--471

autonomy and, 164-166; barriers to

justice, 3oz; emerging role of MISS

178-IFICt. 1115-186, 198-199; en-

closure movement. 380-381; informa-

tion industries, 315-317; Plopping,

franinvork for, 389-396; medical in-

norarion and, 345-346: path depen-

d...gl . 386-389; relo2tio,ns11, ip with50Ca 

producers, 

,z -i7 

security. 
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formation policy. 460-473: sinacture

of mass media, 198-ti3o; transaction

costs, 59 6o, to6-n6. See die market-

based information producers

inefficiency of information regulation,

36-41- 49 50.• .06-1.6. 461461; ca-
pcity realloc-ation. 14-116: properly

proiections, p9: wirelers communica-

tions policy. a54

inertness, political. 197. 204-210

influence exaction, 156, t58-t59

information, defined, 31. 313-334

information, perfect. 203

information appropriation strategic,' 49
information as nonrival, 36-39

information economy, 1-34; democracy

and liberalism. 7- a.; effects on pub-

he sphere. 219-233; emergence of, 2.-

7; institutional ecology, az-28; jus

tire, liberal theories of, 303-3011:

mellxvIckigical choices. 16-22

information-ember:Wed goods, 331-312

informarion-embedded Tools, 312

information flow, t2; controlling with

policy routers, 147,49. JO. 197-198,

397; large-audience programming.

397, 204-220, 259-260, limited by

mass media, 297 :99

information industries. 315-317

information laws. See policy

information liceruing and ownership.

See aiin proprietary rights

information ovaload and Babel objec-

tion, io, 12, 169-174, 233-233, 237-

241, 465-466

information production. 464; (nubility

conditions for social production. 99-

to6; network.' public sphere capac-

ity for. 225-232; 1100rivalry, 36-39, 83-

116; physical constraints on, 3-4;

strategies of. 4,43. See deg distribu-

tion of information; peer production

information production, market-based:

cultural change, Transparency of, 290-

pg501 Ill

Index soi

293; mass popular culture, 299-296;
relationship with social producers.

122-127: transaction COW, 59-60,
106-116: universities as, 347-348;
without property protections, 39-41,

45-42
information production, models of. See

traditional model of communication

information production, nonmarket-

basol. See entries at nonmarket pro-

information production capital, 6-7, 3r.

control of. 99: COCA minimization and

benefit niunnization. 42: fixed and

initial costs, no; production costs as

limiting. t64-165; transaction costs,

59-6o. See alio commons social capi-

tal

informalion production economics. 35-

58; current production strategies, 4:-

48; exclusive rights, 49-50, 56-58:

production over computer nerveorks.

50-56
information production efficiency. See

efficiency of information regulmion

information production inputs. 63-75;

ecisring information, 37-39. 52.; im-

mersive entertainment, 74-75: indi-

vidual action as modality. 119-120:

large-audience programming, 197,

204-110, 259-260: limited by Tan

197-199: NASA ClickworIcers

project, 69-70: pricing, 109,13;

propaganda. 149-150, 220-125, 297-

)00: systematically blocked by policy

routers. 47 149..56. 197-192. 397;

universal intake. 182. 197-199: lin&

pedia project. 70-74- See aka collabo-

rative authorship

information sharing. See sharing

information storage capacity. 86: trans-

action costs, 112-115

infrastructure ownership, 155

initial costs, Ito 0
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injustice. See justice and human deed-

Innis. Harold, 17

innovation: agricultural, commons-

based, 329-544; human development,
14; software patents and. 437-439:

wireless communications policy. 134

innovation economics, 35-53; Curialf

production strategies, 41-48: exclusive

rights. 49-50, 56-51; production ever
computer networks, 50-56

innovation efficiency Ser efficiency of

information regulation

inputs to production. 63-75: existing
information, 37-39, 51; immersive en-

tertainment, 74-75, individual action
as modality. 119-120; large-audience

programming. 197, 204-2.10. 239-160;

limited by 1112S5 111e11121, 197-199:
NASA Clickworkers project, 69-70;
pricing, 109-113; propaganda, [49-
:50, 220-225, 297-300; systematically

blocked by policy 10111113, 147-149,

156, 197-198, 397; universal intake,
182, 197-199; Wileipedia project. 70-

74- See die collaborative authorship
instant messaging, 365
Institute for One World Stealth, 33o

institutional ecology of digital environ-

nit., 4. 9, 12-23, 59-6.. 333-459.
470-47s, autonomy and, 164-166;
barriers to justice, yoz; emerging role
of Mara media, 178-1130. 035-1.86, 192-
199; enclosure movement, 380-382.;
mapping, framework for, 339-396;
medical innovation and, 45-46:
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Marc B. Nathanson

Marc Nathanson is Chairman of Mapleton Investments and Mapleton
Communications. The latter owns and operates 27 radio stations in the
Western United States. Nathanson is a 34-year veteran of the communications
industry and was elected a Cable TV Pioneer in 1982.

He founded Falcon Cable TV in 1975 and built it into one of the nations largest
multiple system operators serving over one million subscribers in 800
communities in the United States. He also founded Falcon International which
was involved in cable TV and satellite joint ventures in the United Kingdom,
Mexico, Brazil, India the Philippines and France. In November 1999, Falcon
was sold to Charter Communications, which is the third largest cable TV
operator in the world. Nathanson is Vice-Chairman and on the Board of
Charter. Prior to Falcon, Nathanson was Vice President of Marketing and
Programming of the then largest MSO (Teleprom_pter Corp.) and was.
previously an executive witharner Cable and Cypress Communications.

Nathanson has received numerous awards and honors for his role in helping to
develop the cable TV industry in the United States. In 1986, he was honored
with the National Cable Television Association (NCTA) prestigious Vanguard
Award for his outstanding leadership. In 1999, he received the Joel A. Berger
Award from Cable Positive, which is the AIDS support organization of the
cable/entertainment industry.

In 1977 and 1999, he chaired the cable industry's National Convention and is
a_past President of the California Cable Association and co-founder of C-TAM
(Cable TV Administrative and Marketing Association). For many years, he was
on the Board and Executive Committee of the National Cable TV Association.

Nathanson was named "Entrepreneur of the Year" in 1994 by Inc. Magazine.
Besides telecommunications, Nathanson has been long active in civic and
international affairs.

Nathanson served seven years as a Presidentially appointed and Senate
confirmed member of the United States Broadcasting Board of Governor
(BBG). The BBG oversees all U.S. non-military international communications,
includw Voice of America, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, WorldNet,
Radio Marti and Radio Free Asia. He served as Chairman of the BB G under
President Clinton and President Bush from 1998 until September of 2002.

In 1997, President Clinton appointed him to the Albanian American Enterprise
Fund and has served on a number of government boards in the State of
California. He was recently appointed as a public member of a 14-person State
of California Anti-Terrorism Task Force (CATIC) and is Chairman of the
Homeland Security Advisory Council for Region One (Los Angeles & Orange
Counties). Nathanson is also on the Board of National Democratic Institute
(NDI) for International Affairs, which is chaired by Madeleine Albright.

He is Chairman of the Board of UCLA's Center for Communications Policy and
on the Boards of UCLA's Anderson School of Management and USC's
Annenberg School for Communication. He is also a board member of the
Skirball Cultural Center, UCLA Foundation, Layalina Productions, Inc., L.A.
Philharmonic and various corporations, including Falcon WaterFree
Technology, Shelter Venture Fund, Firstream in Paris and Bay Area Tire
Recycling. In 2002 and 2003, Nathanson co-chaired with former FCC
Chairman, Reed Hundt, The Aspen Institute Forum on Communications and
Society.

Marc Nathanson holds a BA from the University of Denver and a MA in Political
Science from the University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB), where he was
a National Science Foundation Fellow. Nathanson is a member of the Council
on Foreign Relations, World Affairs Council and Pacific Council in International
Policy. He was also active in the Young Presidents Organization and
co-founded The Entrepreneurs Club, a group of 24 leaders of cable television
companies. He is married to Jane Nathanson, a practicing therapist. They have
three children: Nicole (who is married to Alex Swiger); Adam and David.
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The Wealth of Networks:
How Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom

***

PEER PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION,
KNOWLEDGE, AND CULTURE GENERALLY

Free software is, without a doubt, the most visible instance of peer production
at the turn of the twenty-first century. It is by no means, however, the
only instance. Ubiquitous computer communications networks are bringing
about a dramatic change in the scope, scale, and efficacy of peer production
throughout the information and cultural production system. As computers
become cheaper and as network connections become faster, cheaper, and
ubiquitous, we are seeing the phenomenon of peer production of information
scale to much larger sizes, performing more complex tasks than were
possible in the past for nonprofessional production. To make this phenomenon
more tangible, I describe a number of such enterprises, organized to
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach throughout the information production
and exchange chain. While it is possible to break an act of communication
into finer-grained subcomponents, largely we see three distinct
functions involved in the process. First, there is an initial utterance of a
humanly meaningful statement. Writing an article or drawing a picture,
whether done by a professional or an amateur, whether high quality or low,
is such an action. Second, there is a separate function of mapping the initial
utterances on a knowledge map. In particular, an utterance must be understood
as "relevant" in some sense, and "credible." Relevance is a subjective
question of mapping an utterance on the conceptual map of a given user
seeking information for a particular purpose defined by that individual.
Credibility is a question of quality by some objective measure that the individual
adopts as appropriate for purposes of evaluating a given utterance.
The distinction between the two is somewhat artificial, however, because
very often the utility of a piece of information will depend on a combined
valuation of its credibility and relevance. I therefore refer to "relevance/
accreditation" as a single function for purposes of this discussion, keeping in
mind that the two are complementary and not entirely separable functions
that an individual requires as part of being able to use utterances that others
have uttered in putting together the user's understanding of the world. Finally,
there is the function of distribution, or how one takes an utterance
produced by one person and distributes it to other people who find it credible
and relevant. In the mass-media world, these functions were often,
though by no means always, integrated. NBC news produced the utterances,
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gave them credibility by clearing them on the evening news, and distributed
them simultaneously. What the Internet is permitting is much greater disaggregation
of these functions.

***

Encyclopedic and almanac-type information emerges on the Web out of
the coordinate but entirely independent action of millions of users. This
type of information also provides the focus on one of the most successful
collaborative enterprises that has developed in the first five years of the
twenty-first century, Wikipedia. Wikipedia was founded by an Internet entrepreneur,
Jimmy Wales. Wales had earlier tried to organize an encyclopedia
named Nupedia, which was built on a traditional production model, but
whose outputs were to be released freely: its contributors were to be PhDs,
using a formal, peer-reviewed process. That project appears to have failed to
generate a sufficient number of high-quality contributions, but its outputs
were used in Wikipedia as the seeds for a radically new form of encyclopedia
writing. Founded in January 2001, Wikipedia combines three core characteristics:

First, it uses a collaborative authorship tool, Wiki. This platform
enables anyone, including anonymous passersby, to edit almost any page in

the entire project. It stores all versions, makes changes easily visible, and
enables anyone to revert a document to any prior version as well as to add
changes, small and large. All contributions and changes are rendered transparent

by the software and database. Second, it is a self-conscious effort at
creating an encyclopedia—governed first and foremost by a collective informal
undertaking to strive for a neutral point of view, within the limits of
substantial self-awareness as to the difficulties of such an enterprise. An effort

to represent sympathetically_ all views on a sutksl_rather ttian tp acilieve

o .---bje-e-Grty-Js the core operative characteristic of this effort. Third, all the

Corifeiit -generated by this collaboration is released under the GNU Free
Documentation License, an adaptation of the GNU GPL to texts.

The shift in strategy toward an open, peer-produced model proved enormously

successful. The site saw tremendous growth both in the number of

contributors, including the number of active and very active contributors,

and in the number of articles included in the encyclopedia (table 3.1). Most

of the early growth was in English, but more recently there has been an

I
increase in the number of articles in many other languages: most notably in

German (more than 200,000 articles), Japanese (more than 120,000 articles),

and French (about 100,000), but also in another five languages that have

between 40,000 and 70,000 articles each, another eleven languages with

10,000 to 40,000 articles each, and thirty-five languages with between 1,000

and 10,000 articles each.
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The first systematic study of the quality of Wikipedia articles was published
as this book was going to press. The journal Nature compared 42
science articles from Wikipedia to the gold standard of the Encyclopedia Britannica,
and concluded that "the difference in accuracy was not particularly
great." On November 15, 2004, Robert McHenry, a former editor in chief
of the Encyclopedia Britannica, published an article criticizing Wikipedia as
"The Faith-Based Encyclopedia." As an example, McHenry mocked the
Wikipedia article on Alexander Hamilton. He noted that Hamilton biographers
have a problem fixing his birth year—whether it is 1755 or 1757. Wikipedia
glossed over this error, fixing the date at 1755. McHenry then went
on to criticize the way the dates were treated throughout the article, using
it as an anchor to his general claim: Wikipedia is unreliable because it is not
professionally produced. What McHenry did not note was that the other
major online encyclopedias—like Columbia or Encarta—similarly failed to
deal with the ambiguity surrounding Hamilton's birth date. Only the
Britannica did. However, McHenry's critique triggered the Wikipedia distributed
correction mechanism. Within hours of the publication of Mc-Henry's
Web article, the reference was corrected. The following few days
saw intensive cleanup efforts to conform all references in the biography to
the newly corrected version. Within a week or so, Wikipedia had a correct,
reasonably clean version. It now stood alone with the Encyclopedia Britannica
as a source of accurate basic encyclopedic information. In coming to
curse it, McHenry found himself blessing Wikipedia. He had demonstrated
precisely the correction mechanism that makes Wikipedia, in the long term,
a robust model of reasonably reliable information.

Table 3.1: Contributors to Wikipedia, January 2001—June 2005

Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan. July June

2001 2002 2003 2004 2.004 2005

Contributors* to 472 2,188 9453 25,0H 48,72.1

Active contributors** 9 212 846 5,228 8,442 16,945

Very active contributors*** 0 31 190 692 1,637 3,016

No. of English language

articles

25 x6,000 lot,c300 190,000 320,000 630,000

No. of articles, all

languages

25 19,o0o 138,000 409,000 861,000 1,600,000

* Contributed at ltast ten times; ** at least 5 times in last month; *** more than 100 times in last
month.

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic about Wikipedia is the self-conscious
social-norms-based dedication to objective writing. Unlike some
of the other projects that I describe in this chapter, Wikipedia does not
include elaborate software-controlled access and editing capabilities. It is generally
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open for anyone to edit the materials, delete another's change, debate
the desirable contents, survey archives for prior changes, and so forth. It
depends on self-conscious use of open discourse, usually aimed at consensus.
While there is the possibility that a user will call for a vote of the participants
on any given definition, such calls can, and usually are, ignored by the
community unless a sufficiently large number of users have decided that
debate has been exhausted. While the system operators and server host—
Wales—have the practical power to block users who are systematically disruptive,
this power seems to be used rarely. The project relies instead on
social nom-is to secure the dedication of project participants to objective
writing. So, while not entirely anarchic, the project is nonetheless substantially
more social, human, and intensively discourse- and trust-based than the other major
projects described here.

***

Relevance/Accreditation

How are we to know that the content produced by widely dispersed individuals
is not sheer gobbledygook? Can relevance and accreditation itself be
produced on a peer-production model? One type of answer is provided by
looking at commercial businesses that successfully break off precisely the
"accreditation and relevance" piece of their product, and rely on peer production
to perform that function. Amazon and Google are probably the two
most prominent examples of this strategy.

Amazon uses a mix of mechanisms to get in front of their buyers of books
and other products that the users are likely to purchase. A number of these
mechanisms produce relevance and accreditation by harnessing the users
themselves. At the simplest level, the recommendation "customers who
bought items you recently viewed also bought these items" is a mechanical

means of extracting judgments of relevance and accreditation from the actions

of many individuals, who produce the datum of relevance as byproduct

of making their own purchasing decisions. Amazon also allows users

to create topical lists and track other users as their "friends and favorites."

Amazon, like many consumer sites today, also provides users with the ability

to rate books they buy, generating a peer-produced rating by averaging the

ratings. More fundamentally, the core innovation of Google, widely recognized

as the most efficient general search engine during the first half of the

2000s, was to introduce peer-based judgments of relevance. Like other search

engines at the time, Google used a text-based algorithm to retrieve a given

universe of Web pages initially. Its major innovation was its PageRank algorithm,

which harnesses peer production of ranking.

...
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Value-Added Distribution

Finally, when we speak of information or cultural goods that exist (content
has been produced) and are made usable through some relevance and accreditation
mechanisms, there remains the question of distribution. To- 
extent, this is a nonissue on the Internet.isfribution is cheQf Ione
needs is a server and large pipes connecting one s se r o the world. Nonetheless,
this segment of the publication process has also provided us with
important examples of peer production, including one of its earliest examples—
Project Gutenberg.

Project Gutenberg entails hundreds of volunteers who scan in and correct
books so that they are freely available in digital form. It has amassed more
than 13,000 books, and makes the collection available to everyone for free.
The vast majority of the "e-texts" offered are public domain materials. The
site itself presents the e-texts in ASCII format, the lowest technical common
denominator, but does not discourage volunteers from offering the e-texts
in markup languages. It contains a search engine that allows a reader to
search for typical fields such as subject, author, and title. Project Gutenberg
volunteers can select any book that is in the public domain to transform
into an e-text. The volunteer submits a copy of the title page of the book
to Michael Hart—who founded the project—for copyright research. The
volunteer is notified to proceed if the book passes the copyright clearance.
The decision on which book to convert to e-text is left up to the volunteer,
subject to copyright limitations. Typically, a volunteer converts a book to
ASCII format using OCR (optical character recognition) and proofreads it
one time in order to screen it for major errors. He or she then passes the
ASCII file to a volunteer proofreader. This exchange is orchestrated with
very little supervision. The volunteers use a Listserv mailing list and a bulletin
board to initiate and supervise the exchange. In addition, books are
labeled with a version number indicating how many times they have been
proofed. The site encourages volunteers to select a book that has a low
number and proof it. The Project Gutenberg proofing process is simple.
Proofreaders (aside from the first pass) are not expected to have access to the book, but
merely review the e-text for self-evident errors.

***

Sharing of Processing, Storage, and Comm unications Platforms

All the examples of peer production that we have seen up to this point have
been examples where individuals pool their time, experience, wisdom, and
creativity to form new information, knowledge, and cultural goods. As we
look around the Internet, however, we find that users also cooperate in
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similar loosely affiliated groups, without market signals or managerial commands,
to build supercomputers and massive data storage and retrieval systems.
In their radical decentralization and reliance on social relations and
motivations, these sharing practices are similar to peer production of information,
knowledge, and culture. They differ in one important aspect: Users
are not sharing their innate and acquired human capabilities, and, unlike
information, their inputs and outputs are not public goods. The participants
are, instead, sharing material goods that they privately own, mostly personal
computers and their components. They produce economic, not public,
goods—computation, storage, and communications capacity.

As of the middle of 2004, the fastest supercomputer in the world was
SETI@home. It ran about 75 percent faster than the supercomputer that
was then formally known as "the fastest supercomputer in the world": the
IBM Blue Gene/L. And yet, there was and is no single SETI@home computer.

***

Like distributed computing projects, peer-to-peer file-sharing networks are
an excellent example of a highly efficient system for storing and accessing
data in a computer network. These networks of sharing are much less "mysterious,"
in terms of understanding the human motivation behind participation.
Nevertheless, they provide important lessons about the extent to
which large-scale collaboration among strangers or loosely affiliated users can
provide effective communications platforms. For fairly obvious reasons, we
usually think of peer-to-peer networks, beginning with Napster, as a "problem."
This is because they were initially overwhelmingly used to perform an
act that, by the analysis of almost any legal scholar, was copyright infringement.
To a significant extent, they are still used in this form. There were,
and continue to be, many arguments about whether the acts of the firms
that provided peer-to-peer software were responsible for the violations. However,
there has been little argument that anyone who allows thousands of
other users to make copies of his or her music files is violating copyright—

hence the public interpretation of the creation of peer-to-peer networks as

primarily a problem. From the narrow perspective of the law of copyright

or of the business model of the recording industry and Hollywood, this may

be an appropriate focus. From the perspective of diagnosing what is happening

to our social and economic structure, the fact that the files traded

on these networks were mostly music in the first few years of this technology's

implementation is little more than a distraction.

***

What is truly unique about peer-to-peer networks as a signal of what is

to come is the fact that with ridiculously low financial investment, a few
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the successful development of Skype—an Internet telephony utility that allows
the owners of computers to have voice conversations with each other
over the Internet for free, and to dial into the public telephone network for
a fee. As of this writing, Skype is already used by more than two million
users at any given moment in time. They use a FastTrack-like architecture
to share their computing and communications resources to create a global
telephone systemsJ.Din.gstalaffinInternet. It was created, and is run
by, the developers of KaZaa.

***
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The rise of greater scope for individual and cooperative nonmarket production
of information and culture, however, threatens the incumbents of
the industrial information economy. At the beginning of the twenty-first
century, we find ourselves in the midst of a battle over the institutional
ecology of the digital environment. A wide range of laws and institutions—
from broad areas like telecommunications, copyright, or international trade
regulation, to minutiae like the rules for registering domain names or
whether digital television receivers will be required by law to recognize a
particular code—are being tugged and warped in efforts to tilt the playing
field toward one way of doing things or the other. How these battles turn
out over the next decade or so will likely have a significant effect on how
we come to know what is going on in the world we occupy, and to what
extent and in what forms we will be able—as autonomous individuals, as
citizens, and as participants in cultures and communities—to affect how we
and others see the world as it is and as it might be.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE NETWORKED
INFORMATION ECONOMY

The most advanced economies in the world today have made two parallel
shifts that, paradoxically, make possible a significant attenuation of the
limitations that market-based production places on the pursuit of the political
values central to liberal societies. The first move, in the making for more
than a century, is to an  econommatio,(financial services,
accounting, software, science) and cultural (films, music) production, and
the manipulation of symbols (from making sneakers to branding them and
manufacturing the cultural significance of the Swoosh). The second is the
move to a communications environment built on cii_c_aikrocessus with high
computation capabilities, interconnected in a pervasirk—the
phenomenon we associate with the nterrr5t1It is this-second shift that allows_p
for an increasing role for non-marke oduction in the information and
cultural production sector, organized in a radically more decentralized pattern
than was true of this sector in the twentieth century. The first shift
means that these new patterns of production—as:market and radically
decentralized—will emerge, if permitted, at the core, rather than the periphery

of the most advanced economies. It promises to enable social production
and exchange to play a much larger role, alongside property- and market-based
production, than they ever have in modern democracies.

The first part of this book is dedicated to establishing a number of basic
economic observations. Its overarching claim is that we are seeing the emergence

of a new stage in the information economy, which I call the ̀.1-igtly.nrked--

illuo:n atiori_j_ggiDomy." It is displacing  the industrial information

cs_cnomy that typified information production from about the second half

of the nineteenth century and throughout the twentieth century. What characterizes

the networked information economy is that decentralized individual

8
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should in principle become even more important to the information production
system.

Second)we have in fact seen the rise of non-market production to much
-greater importance. Individuals can reach and inform or edify millions
around the world. Such a reach was simply unavailable to diversely motivated
individuals before, unless they funneled their efforts through either market
organizations or philanthropically or state-funded efforts. The fact that every
such effort is available to anyone connected to the network, from anywhere,
has led to the emergence of coordinate effects, where the aggregate effect of
individual action, even when it is not self-consciously cooperative, produces
the coordinate effect of a new and rich information environment. One needs
only to run a Google search on any subject of interest to see how the
"information good" that is the response to one's query is produced by the
coordinate effects of the uncoordinated actions of a wide and diverse range
a individuals and organizations acting on a wide range of motivations—
both market and non-market, state-based and non-state.

Third, and likely most radical, new, and difficult for observers to believe,
the rise of efLective, large-scaleoperative efforts—peer production of

information, knowledge, and culture. These are typified by the emergence
of free and open-source software. We are beginning to see the expansion of
this model not only to our core software platforms, but beyond them into
every domain of information and cultural production—and this book visits
these in many different domains—from peer production of encyclopedias,
to news and commentary, to immersive entertainment.

It is easy to miss these changes. They run against the grain of some of
our most basic Economics 101 intuitions, intuitions honed in the industrial
economy at a time when the only serious alternative seen was state
Communism—an alternative almost universally considered unattractive today.
The undeniable economic success of free software has prompted some
leading-edge economists to try to understand why many thousands of loosely
networked free software developers can compete with Microsoft at its own
game and produce a massive operating system—GNU/Linux. That growing
literature, consistent with its own goals, has focused on software and the
particulars of the free and open-source software development communities,
although Eric von Hippel's notion of "user-driven innovation" has begun to
expand that focus to thinking about how individual need and creativity drive
innovation at the individual level, and its diffusion through networks of likeminded
individuals. The political implications of free software have been
central to the free software movement and its founder, Richard Stallman,
and were developed provocatively and with great insight by Eben Moglen.
Free software is but one salient example of a much broader phenomenon.
Why can fifty thousand volunteers successfully coauthor Wilcipedia, the most
serious online alternative to the Encyclopedia Britannica, and then turn
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result is a flourishing non-market sector of information, knowledge, and cultural
production, based in the networked environment, and applied to anything
that the many individuals connected to it can imagine. Its outputs, in
turn, are not treated as exclusive property. They are instead subject to an
increasingly robust ethic of open sharing, open for all others to build on,
extend, and make their own.

Because the presence and importance of non-market production has become
so counterintuitive to people living in market-based economies at the
end of the twentieth century, part I of this volume is fairly detailed and
technical; overcoming what we intuitively "know" requires disciplined analysis.
Readers who are not inclined toward economic analysis should at least
read the introduction to part I, the segments entitled "When Information
Production Meets the Computer Network" and "Diversity of Strategies in
our Current Production System" in chapter 2, and the case studies in chapter 3.
These should provide enough of an intuitive feel for what I mean by the
diversity of production strategies for information and the emergence of non-market
individual and cooperative production, to serve as the basis for the
more normatively oriented parts of the book. Readers who are genuinely
skeptical of the possibility that non-market production is sustainable and
effective, and in many cases is an efficient strategy for information, knowledge,
and cultural production, should take the time to read part I in its
entirety. The emergence of precisely this possibility and practice lies at the
very heart of my claims about the ways in which liberal commitments are
translated into lived experiences in the networked environment, and forms
the factual foundation of the political-theoretical and the institutional-legal
discussion that occupies the remainder of the book.

***
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her, Dollarshort became very popular, and the Trotts decided to build a better "blogging
tool", which they called Movable Type. "Likening it to the printing press seemed like a
natural thing because it was clearly revolutionary; it was not meant to be arrogant or
grandiose," says Ms Trott to the approving nod of Mr Trott, who is extremely shy and
rarely talks. Movable Type is now the software of choice for celebrity bloggers.

These two incarnations of movable type make convenient (and very approximate)
historical book-ends. They bracket the era of mass media that is familiar to everybody
today. The second Movable Type, however, also marks the beginning of a very gradual
transition to a new era, which might be called the age of personal or participatory media.
This culture is already familiar to teenagers and twenty-somethings, especially in rich
countries. Most older people, if they are aware of the transition at all, find it puzzling.

Calling it the "internet era" is not helpful. By way of infrastructure, full-scale
participatory media presume not so much the availability of the (decades-old) internet as
of wides read, "always-on", broadband access to it. So far, this exists only in South
orea, Hong Kong and Japan, whereas America and other large media markets are

several years behind. Indeed, even today's broadband infrastructure was built for the
previous era, not the coming one. Almost everywhere, download speeds (from the
internet to the user) are many times faster than upload speeds (from user to network).

This is because the corporate giants that built these pipes assumed that the internet would

simply be another distribution pipe for themselves or their partners in the media industry.

Even today, they can barely conceive of a scenario in which users might put as much into

the network as they take out.

The age of participation

Exactly this, however, is starting to happen. Last November, the Pew Internet &
American Life Project found that 57% of American teenagers create content for the

internet—from text to pictures, music and video. In this new-media culture, says Paul

Saffo, a director at the Institute for the Future in California, people no longer passively

"consume" media (and thus advertising, its main revenue source) but actively participate

in them, which usually means creating content, in whatever form and on whatever scale.

This does not have to mean that "people write their own newspaper", says Jeremy

Zawodny, a prominent blogger and software engineer at Yahoo!, an internet portal. "It

could be as simple as rating the restaurants they went to or the movie they saw," or as _

sophisticated as shooting a home video.

This has profound implications for traditional mess models in the media industry,

which are based on aggregating large ajs-s'i audjeacs and holding them captive during

advertising interruptions. n the n -me la era, audien es will occasionally be large, but

often small, and usually tiny. Instead of a few large ca ital-rich media giants competing

with one another for these audiences, it will be small Ii ms and individuals competing or,

more often, collaborating. Some will be making money from the content they create;

others will not and will not mind, because they have ot er motives. "People creating stuff

to build their own reputations" are at one end of this sp trum, says Philip Evans at

Chit- /1%
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What is new is that young people today nd most people in future, will be happy to
decide for themselves what is credible or worthwhile and what is not. They will have
FeniTo–f help. Sometimes they wil rely on human editors of their choosing; at other
times they will rely on collective intelligence in the form of new filtering and
collaboration technologies that are now being developed. "The old media model was:
there is one source of truth. The new media model is: there are multiple sources of truth,
and we will sort it out," says Joe Kraus, the founder of JotSpot, which makes software for
wikis.

The obvious benefit of this media revolution will be what Mr Saffo of the Institute for the
Future calls a "Cambrian explosion" of creativity: a flowering of expressive diversity on
the scale of the eponymous proliferation of biological species 530m years ago. "We are
entering an age of cultural richness and abundant choice that we've never seen before in
history. Peer production is the most powerful industrial force of our time," says Chris
Anderson, editor of Wired magazine and auitor of a forthcoming book called "The Long
Tail", about which more later. (Mr Anderson used to work for The Economist.)

At the same time, adds Mr Saffo, "revolutions tend to suck for ordinary people." Indeed,

many people in the traditional media are pessimistic about the rise of a participatory

culture, either because they believe it threatens the business model that they have grown

used to, or because they feel it threatens public discourse, civility and even democracy.

This survey will examine the main kinds of new media and their likely long-term effects

both on media companies and on society at large. In so doing, it will be careful to heed a

warning from Harvard's Mr Weinberger: "The mainstream media are in a good position

to get things wrong." The observer, after all, is part of the observation—a product of
institutional media values even if he tries to apply the new rules of conversation. This

points to the very heart of the coming era of participatory media. It must be understood,

says Mr Weinberger, "noLallyublishing phenomenon but a social phenomenon".
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Making diplomacy modern

By Charles Firestone and Marc Nathanson

Recent tensions between the Arab world and the United States raise again the issue of the
effectiveness of American public diplomacy. Karen Hughes has brought new life and
attention to this function of the State Department, and Condoleezza Rice's transformation
of the department appears headed in the right direction. But these are basically just throat
clearings for what needs to happen.

'Public diplomac " as been used to describe so many different programs relating to
imp erica's standing in the world that the phrase is becoming trite. But its
importance is greater than ever.

At one level, the United States needs the cooperation of the people of other countries in
order to achieve our own interests, however defined, whether it is the war on terrorism,
economic prosperity or success in international negotiations. At a higher level, though,
Americans have always championed our core values abroad, including economic
opportunity, democracy and equality.

There are certain strategies that apply to each approach. The first goal requires quick and
specific responses to stories aimed at the populations of other countries, and will most
readily be delivered on the mainstream media of radio, television, satellite and newsprint.
We need our high officials to appear on al-Jazeera more, not suggest bombing it.

Furthermore, most American public diplomacy initiatives in the past few years have
unsuccessfully tried to sell America's interests and values for the short term, using an
advertising analogy. For whatever reason, these approaches have not proved successful.
America is as unpopular in the Arab region as it has ever been.

Innovative media efforts such as short-form programs and call-in shows on the
government's Radio Sawa are improvements over the past, and Sawa has become very
popular with Arab youth. But, as an Aspen Institute forum recently concluded, the U.S.
needs to employ additional efforts to appear on indigenous media and interact with
international audiences.

Looking further ahead, promoting American values requires a set of narratives aimed at
the youth of the world. These are delivered over a wider variety of media, and include
interpersonal cultural exchanges, international forums and training programs.

The Western movie narrative, where America is the cowboy in the white hat called in to
help those in distress, shoots the gun out of the bad guy's hand (only after the other draws
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first), and leaves before the saved get to say thank you, may be a story of the past. New
narratives will need to emerge, showing this country as a trustworthy partner, a listener
and a helper. Our nation's tsunami and earthquake relief responses, which highlight this
new approach, were probably the most successful public diplomacy efforts by this
country in the last few years - with dramatic improvements in our public standing in
Indonesia, for example.

Even so, rapid changes in the communications media require a bold new approach to
public diplomacy for the longer term: a move from using "push" mass media techniques
to embracing the "pull" interactive media.

With broadband Internet becoming a multimedia platform, audiences are changing from
being passive viewers of push technologies like broadcasting and newspapers to
becoming ..a_c_tilT jssIssauf_thedt_Iform_aliQn and entertainment that they're willing to pull
from the vast array of different opinions on the net. This transformation is rapidly
changing mass media industries and the way that individuals shop, work, play and relate
to their broader communities.

The United States rightfully defended openness and freedom of expression on the Internet
at the World Summit on the Information Society. By holding to those values, the Internet
can remain an instrument of individual empowerment. And it is these same values that
should frame American public diplomacy for the long range.

America must get ahead of the curve in its messages and narratives to young people
around the world. Today, the medium really is the message. The messages are self
development and personal empowerment, values inherent in the new world of pull
communications.

As the United States under Karen Hughes rethinks its future public diplomacy strategies,

it should encourage connection of the world's people to interactive media, not only to
hear America's message, but to interact with Americans. The United States has to stop
lecturing and start listening.

We are living in an interactive world, where individuals learn to pull for their

entertainment, information and news using everything from the web to cellphones, from

reading blogs to sending instant messages.
"e

Being able to do thp,t4)in-herent in a free society. U.S. public diplomacy should

encourage future generations to seek all messages and judge for themselves which ones

are relevant to their future peace nd prosperity. We are confi ent Arne a's values will

prevail.
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By Kenneth Y. Tomlinson

In recent weeks, we've heard a g
reat deal in

Washington about how we ought to be
 broadcast-

ing to Iran. But it might be i
nstructive to exam-

ine what U.S. international 
broadcasting is al-

ready doing.

Very recently, on a Persian-l
anguage satellite

television broadcast from the Unit
ed States, the

people of Iran learned that 
Iran's oldest and

largest student organization, 
Tahkim Vahdat,

urged the government to su
spend uranium en-

richment and to cooperate with 
the international

community by restricting nuclear
 developments

to peaceful uses. The group
 called the govern-

ment's behavior "irrational and confronta-

tional." Needless to say none of 
this appeared in

Iran's government-controlled 
media; few rulers

on earth exercise the degree 
of censorship en-

forced by the Iranian governm
ent.

Another program featured the story of

Hossein Derakhshan, once 
jailed in Iran for

starting an Internet blog. Upon
 his release, he

managed to get to Canada wh
ere he now runs

the most popular blog—in I
ran.

Or consider this exchange t
hat occurred on

our nightly Persian-language 
news and current

affairs program on the Voic
e of America.

Moderator, Ms. Setareh Deraks
hesh: "Our

guests today are Mr. Bijan K
ian, a businessman

associated with the American 
Council on For-

eign Relations, and Dr. Abb
as Maleki of Sharif

University in Tehran, who is 
currently a Har-

vard Research Fellow in the 
United States. Dr.

Maleki, how do you see the 
possibility of direct

negotiations between Washington 
and Tehran on

Iran's nuclear policies?"

Dr. Maleki: "From the beginni
ng, direct talks

have been part of Iran's age
nda. From Iran's point

of view, the nuclear issue is 
not a real problem.

This is part of the overall pro
cess of development

which is going on in all parts 
of our society, like

nanotechnology, biotechnology, IT and s
o on . . ."

Mr. Kian: "It is amazing to 
hear about such

claims as progress in nanote
chnology in a coun-

try where there is wides
pread unemployment,

poverty, drug addiction, prost
itution, so many

women's issues and, finally, 
political repression

Liberty TV
and coercion. The real dispute is not between our

two countries. It is between the Iranian people
and the government of the Islamic Republic . . ."

Dr. Maleki: "Well! Using polemic language
and slogans talking about political coercion is

very easy. Even in the U.S., that technologically

speaking is the most advanced country in the

world, you still have poverty everywhere, unem-

[ Free debate—brought. to Iran
via the satellite dish.

ployment and so on. Tehran is so much cleaner
than New York. You can go and check the trash-
ridden streets of New York. Go and have a look at
poor people there.. . . Just look at the war in Iraq
and Afghanistan and now this atmosphere of war
the U.S. government is creating about Iran. . ."

Ms. Derakshesh: "Dr. Maleki: The majority
of the people in Iran live under the poverty

line—and Iran's prisons are filled with political

prisoners . . ."

Dr. Maleki: "Excuse me! You are the modera-
tor yet you are passing a wild judgment."

Ms. Derakshesh: "This is not my personal
opinion, sir . . ."

Dr. Maleki: "Whose facts are these, where
did you get them—that there are political prison-

ers in Iran?"

Ms. Derakshesh: "These are facts reported by

credible international human rights organiza-

tions."

Mr. Kian: "Whenever we talk about what is

really going on in Iran, what we say will be

branded as slogans by supporters by the regime.

I have to emphasize that the American govern-

ment is not in favor of war with Iran. Just look at

what has been said by President Bush and his

secretary of state."

* '* *

In VOA ana Radio Free Europe/Radio Lib-

erty, the U.S. has a model illustrating how broad-

casting news and information (i.e., the truth)

can lead to the liberation of a people.

That certainly occurred in the former Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe. Recognizing that

fact, the U.S. Broadcasting Board of Governors

moved to increase television and radio to Iran

long before the current crisis in that country. In

early 2003 we launched Farda, a round-the-clock,

youth-oriented radio service to Iran. A few

months later we began broadcasting daily Per-

sian news and current affairs satellite television.

The television launch may have been mod-

est —$1.9 million for 30 minutes daily with re-

peats. But we have come to recognize that satel-

lite television is to the future what shortwave

radio was to the past. •
That daily program today is an hour (with

repeats), and by September, thanks to better

than $9 million from the Bush administration

and Congress, we will be broadcasting four origi-

nal television hours—with news, debates and

call-in shows—daily. Funds in a supplemental

now before Congress could increase these broad-

casts even more—and strengthen our coverage.

Small satellite dishes are proliferating in Iran

and there are strong indications that VOA's

nightly programming is becoming a staple for

large numbers of Iranians. Telephone polling

(which tends to undercount audiences living un-

der repressive regimes) show that better than

one-in-five adult television viewers say they regu-

larly watch VOA's satellite television programs.

As was the case with RFE/RL and VOA in the

Cold War, it is important that our broadcasts are

provocative—and credible. Intense journalistic

supervision is critical to achieving this goal.

Truth does not lie half way between the views of

Washington and. Tehran. But talk and debate

programs give Iranians a taste of freedom—and

enlightenment.

Ultimately, the future of Iran rests with the

people of Iran. Just as in the Cold War when the

people ultimately prevailed over their oppres-

sors, it will be the people of Iran who will deliver

their country from the tyrants who rule them
now. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, we can
give them the tools—information the mullahs

don't want them to hear and debate challenging
the lies of mullah-sympathizers—and the people

of Iran can finish the job.

Mr. Tomlinson is chairman of the Broadcast-
ing Board of Governors, which oversees U.S. inter-

national broadcasting.
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Chapter 12 Conclusion: The Stakes

of Information Law and Policy

Complex modern societies have developed in the context of mass

media and industrial information economy. Our theories of growth

and innovation assume that industrial models of innovation are

dominant. Our theories about how effective communications in

complex societies are achieved center on market-based, proprietary

models, with a professional commercial core and a dispersed, rela-

tively passive periphery. Our conceptions of human agency, collec-

tive deliberation, and common culture in these societies are embed-

ded in the experience and practice of capital-intensive information

and cultural production practices that emphasize proprietary,

market-based models and starkly separate production from con-

sumption. Our institutional frameworks reflect these conceptual

models of information production and exchange. and have come,

over the past few years, to enforce these conceptions as practiced

reality, even when they need not be.

This book began with four economic observations. First, the

baseline conception that proprietary strategies are dominant in our

information production system is overstated. The education system,
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from kindergarten to doctoral programs, is thoroughly infused with nonpro-

prietary motivations, social relations, and organizational forms. The arts and

sciences are replete with voluntarism and actions oriented primarily toward

social-psychological motivations rather than market appropriation. Political

and theological discourses are thoroughly based in nonmarket forms and

motivations. Perhaps most surprisingly, even industrial research and devel-

opment, while market oriented, is in most industries not based on propri-

etary claims of exclusion, but sin improved efficiencies and customer relations

that can be captured and that drive innovation, without need for proprietary

strategics of appropriation. Despite the continued importance of nonpro-

prietary production in information as a practical matter, the conceptual nu-

ance required to acknowledge its importance ran against the grain of the

increasingly dominant thesis that property and markets arc the roots of all

growth and productivity. Partly as a result of the ideological and military

conflict with Communism, partly as a result of the theoretical elegance of a

simple and tractable solution, polity makers and their advisers came to be-

lieve toward the end of the twentieth century that property in information

and innovation was like property in wristwatches and automobiles. The more

clearly you defined and enforced it, and the closer it was to perfect exclusive

rights, the more production you would get. The rising dominance of this

conceptual model combined with the rent-seeking lobbying of industrial.

model producers to underwrite a fairly rapid and substantial tipping of the

institutional ecology of innovation and information production in favor of

proprietary models. The U.S. patent system was overhauled in the early

1980s. in ways that strengthened and broadened the reach and scope of

exclusivity. Copyright was vastly expanded in the mid-1970s, and again in

the latter 199os. Trademark was vastly expanded in the tg9os. Other asso-

ciated rights were created and strengthened throughout these years.

The second economic point is that these expansions of rights operate, as

a practical matter, as a tax on nonproprietary models of production in favor

of the proprietary models. It makes access to information resources more

expensive for all, while improving appropriability only for some. Introducing

software patents, for example, may help some of the participants in the one-

third of the software industry that depends on sales of finished software

items. But it clearly raises the costs without increasing benefits for the two-

thirds of the industry that is service based and relational. As a practical

matter, the substantial increases in the scope and reach of exclusive rights

have adversely affected the operating conditions of nonproprietary producers.
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Universities have begun to seek parents and pay royalties, impeding the

sharing of information that typified past practice. Businesses that do not

actually rely on asserting patents for their business model have found them-

selves amassing large patent portfolios at great expense, simply CO fend off

the threat of suit by others who would cry to hold them up. Older docu-

mentary films, like Eyet on the Prize, have been hidden from public view for

years, because of the cost and complexity of clearing the rights to every piece

of footage or trademark that happens to have been captured by the camera.

New documentaries require substantially greater funding than would have

been necessary to pay for their creation, because of the costs of clearing

newly expanded rights.

The third economic observation is that the basic technologies of infor-

mation processing, storage, and communication have made nonproprietary

models more attractive and effective than was ever before possible. Ubiqui-

tous low-cost processors, storage media, and networked connectivity have

made it practically feasible for individuals, alone and in cooperation with

others, to create and exchange information, knowledge, and culture in pat-

terns of social reciprocity, redistribution, and sharing, rather than proprietary,

market-based production. The basic material capital requirements of infor-

mation production arc now in the hands of a billion people around the

globe who are connected to each other more or less seamlessly. These ma-

terial conditions have given individuals a new practical freedom of action.

If a person or group wishes to start an information-production project for

any reason, that group or person need not raise significant funds to acquire

the necessary capital. In the past, the necessity to obtain funds constrained

information producers to find a market-based model to sustain the invest-

ment, or to obtain government funding. The funding requirements, in turn,

subordinated the producers either to the demands of markets, in particular

to mus-market appeal, or to the agendas of state bureaucracies. The net-

worked information environment has permitted the emergence to much

greater significance of the nonmarket sector, the nonprofit sector, and, most

radically, of individuals.

The fourth and final economic observation describes and analyzes the rise

of peer production. This duster of phenomena, from free and open-source

software to Wikipeelia and SETI@Home, presents a stark challenge to con-

ventional thinking about the economics of information production. Indeed,

it challenges the economic understanding of the relative roles of market-

based and nonmarkct production more generally. It is important to see these
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phenomena not as exceptions, quirks, or ephemeral fads, but IS indications
of a fundamental fact about transactional forms and their relationship to the

technological conditions of production. It is a mistake to think that we have

only two basic free transactional forms—property-based markets and hier-

archically organized firms. We have three, and the third is social sharing and

exchange. It is a widespread phenomenon—we live and practice it every day

with our household members, coworkers, and neighbors. We coproduce and

exchange economic goods and services. But we do not count these in the

economic census. Worse, we do not count them in our institutional design.

I suggest that the reason social production has been shunted to the periph-

eries of the advanced economies is that the core economic activities of the

economies of steel and coal required large capital investments. These left

markets, firms, or state-run enterprises dominant. As the first stage of the

information economy emerged, existing information and human creativity—

each a "good" with fundamentally different economic characteristics than

coal or steel—became important inputs. The organization of production

nevertheless followed an industrial model, because information production

and exchange itself still required high capital costs—a mechanical printing

press, a broadcast station, or later, an IBM mainframe. The current net-

worked stage of the information economy emerged when the barrier of high

capital costs was removed. The total capital cost of communication and

creation did not necessarily decline. Capital investment, however, became

widely distributed in small dollops, owned by individuals connected in a

network. We came to a stage where the core economic activities of the most

advanced economies—the production and processing of information—could

he achieved by pooling physical capital owned by widely dispersed individ-

uals and groups, who have purchased the capital means for personal, house-

hold, and small-business use. Then, human creativity and existing infor-

mation were left as the main remaining core inputs. Something new and

radically different started to happen. People began to apply behaviors they

Practice in their living rooms or in the elevator—"Here. let me lend you a

hand," or "What did you think of last night's speech?"—to production prob-

lems that had, throughout the twentieth century, been solved on the model

of Ford and General Motors. The rise of peer production is neither mys-

terious nor fickle when viewed through this lens. It is as rational and efficient

given the objectives and material conditions of information production at

the turn of the twenty-first century as the assembly line was for the condi-

tions at the turn of the twentieth. The pooling of human creativity and of
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computation, communication, and storage enables nonmarket motivations

and relations to play a much larger role in the production of the information

environment than it has been able to for at least decades, perhaps for as long

as a century and a half.

A genuine shift in the way we produce thc information environment that

we occupy as individual agents, as citizens, as culturally embedded creatures,

and as social beings goes to the core of our basic liberal commitments.

Information and communications are core elements of autonomy and of

public political discourse and decision making. Communication is the basic

unit of social existence. Culture and knowledge, broadly conceived, form

the basic frame of reference through which we come to understand ourselves

and others in the world. For any liberal political theory—any theory that

begins with a focus on individuals and their freedom to be the authors of

their own lives in connection with others—the basic questions of how in-

dividuals and communities come to know and evaluate are central to the

project of characterizing the normative value of institutional, social, and

political systems. Independently, in the context of an information- and

innovation-centric economy, the basic components of human development

also depend on how we produce information and innovation, and how we

disseminate its implementations. The mergence of a substantial role for

nonproprietary production offers discrete strategies to improve human de-

velopment around the globe. Productivity in the information economy can

be sustained without the kinds of exclusivity that have made it difficult for

knowledge, information, and their beneficial implementations to diffuse be-

yond the circles of the wealthiest nations and social groups. We can provide

a detailed and specific account of why the emergence of nonmarket, non-

proprietary production to a more significant role than it had in the industrial

information economy could offer improvements in the domains of both

freedom and justice, without sacrificing—indeed, while improving—pro-

ductivity.

From the perspective of individual autonomy, the emergence of the net-

worked information economy offers a series of identifiable improvements in

how we perceive the world around us, the extent to which we can affect our

perceptions of the world, the range of actions open to us and their possible

outcomes, and the range of cooperative enterprises we can seek to enter to

pursue our choices. It allows us CO do more for and by ourselves. It allows

us to form loose associations with others who are interested in a particular

outcome they share with us, allowing us to provide and explore many more
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diverse avenues of learning and speaking than we could achieve by ourselves
or in association solely with others who share long-term strong ties. By
creating sources of information and communication facilities that no one

owns or exclusively controls, the networked information economy removes
some of the most basic opportunities for manipulation of those who depend
on information and communication by the owners of the basic means of

communications and the producers of the core cultural forms. It does not
eliminate the possibility that one person will try to act upon another as

object. But it removes the structural constraints that make it impossible to

communicate at all without being subject to such action by others.

From the perspective of democratic discourse and a participatory republic,
the networked information economy offers a genuine reorganization of the
public sphere. Except in the very early stages of a small number of today's

democracies, modern democracies have largely developed in the context of
mass media as the core of their public spheres. A systematic and broad

literature has explored the basic limitations of commercial mass media as the

core of the public sphere. as well as it advantages. The emergence of a

networked public sphere is attenuating, or even solving, the most basic fail-
ings of the mass-mediated public sphere. It attenuates the power of the

commercial mass-media owners and those who can pay them. It provides

an avenue for substantially more diverse and politically mobilized commu-
nication than was feasible in a commercial MSS media with a small number
of speakers and a vast number of passive recipients. The views of many more

individuals and communities can be heard. Perhaps most interestingly, the

phenomenon of peer production is now finding its way into the public

sphere. It is allowing loosely affiliated individuals across the network to fulfill
some of the basic and central functions of the mass media. We are seeing
the rise of nonmarket, distributed, and collaborative investigative journalism,
critical commentary, and platforms for political mobilization and organiza•
tion. We are seeing the rise of collaborative filtering and accreditation, which
allows individuals engaged in public discourse to be their own source of
deciding whom to trust and whose words to question.
A common critique of claims that the Internet improves democracy and

autonomy is centered on information overload and fragmentation. What we
have seen emerging in the networked environment is a combination of self-
conscious peer-production efforts and emergent properties of large systems
of human beings that have avoided this unhappy fate. We have seen the
adoption of a number of practices that have made for a reasonably navigable
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and coherent information environment without re-creating the mass-media

model. There arc organized nonrnarket projects for producing filtering and

accreditation, ranging from the Open Directory Project to mailing lists to

like-minded people. like Move0n.org. There is a widespread cultural prac-

tice of mutual pointing and linking; a culture of "Here, see for yourself, I

think this is interesting." The basic model of observing the judgments of

others as to what is interesting and valuable. coupled with exercising one's

own judgment about who shares one's interests and whose judgment seems

to be sound has created a pattern of linking and usage of the Web and the

Internet that is substantially more ordered than a cacophonous free-for-all.

and less hierarchically organized and controlled by few than was the mass-

media environment. It turns Out that we are not intellectual lemmings.

Given freedom to participate in making our own information environment,

we neither descend into Babel. nor do we replicate the hierarchies of the

mass-mediated public spheres to avoid it.

The concepts of culture and society occupy more tenuous positions in

liberal theory than autonomy and democracy. As a consequence, mapping

the effects of the changes in information production and exchange on these

domains as aspects of liberal societies is more complex. As to culture, the

minimum that we can say is that the networked information environment

is rendering culture more transparent. We all "occupy" culture: our percep-

tions, views, and structures of comprehension are all always embedded in

culture. And yet there are degrees to which this fact can be rendered more

or less opaque to us as inhabitants of a culture. In the networked information

environment, as individuals and groups use their newfound autonomy to

engage in personal and collective expression through existing cultural forms,

these forms become more transparent—both through practice and through

critical examination. The mass-media television culture encouraged passive

consumption of polished, finished goods. The emergence of what might be

thought of as a newly invigorated folk culture—created by and among in-

dividuals and groups, rather than by professionals for passive consumption—

provides both a wider SCE of cultural forms and practices and a better-

educated or better-practiced community of "readers" of culture. From the

perspective of a liberal theory unwilling simply to ignore the fact that culture

structures meaning, personal values, and political conceptions, the emergence

of a more transparent and participatory cultural production system is a clear

improvement over the commercial, professional mass culture of the twentieth

century. In the domain of social relations, the degree of autonomy and the
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loose associations made passible by the Internet, which play such an im-
portant role in the gains fin autonomy, democracy. and a critical culture,

have raised substantial concerns about how the networked environment will

contribute to a further erosion of community and solidarity. As with the

Babel objection, however, it appears that we are not using the Internet fur-

ther to fragment our social lives. The Internet is beginning to replace

twentieth-century remote media—television and telephone. The new pat-

terns of use that we are observing as a result of this partial displacement

suggest that much of network use focuses on enhancing and deepening ex-

isting real-world relations, as well as adding new online relations. Some of

the time that used to be devoted to passive reception of standardized finished

goods through a television is now reoriented toward communicating and

making together with others, in both tightly and loosely knit social relations.

Moreover, the basic experience of treating others, including strangers, as

potential partners in cooperation contributes to a thickening of the sense of

possible social bonds beyond merely co-consumers of standardized products.

Peer production can provide a new domain of reasonably thick connection

with remote others.

The same capabilities to make information and knowledge, to innovate,

and to communicate that lie at the core of the gains in freedom in liberal

societies also underlie the primary advances I suggest arc possible in terms

of justice and human development. From the perspective of a liberal con-

ception of justice, the possibility that more of the basic requirements of

human welfare and the capabilities necessary to be a productive, self-reliant

individual are available outside of the market insulates access to these basic

requirements and capabilities from the happenstance of wealth distribution.

From a more substantive perspective, information and innovation are central

components of all aspects of a rich meaning of human development. Infor-

mation and innovation are central to human health—in the production and

use of both food and medicines. They are central to human learning and

the development of the knowledge any individual needs to make life richer.

And they are, and have for more than fifty years been known to be, central

to growth of material welfare. Along all three of these dimensions, the emer-

gence of a substantial sector of nonmarket production that is not based on

exclusivity and does not require exclusion to feed its own engine contributes

to global human development. The same economic characteristics that make

exclusive rights in information a tool that imposes barriers to access in ad-

vanced economics make these rights a form of tax on technological latecom-
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ers. What most poor and middle-income countries lack is not human cre-

ativity, but access to the basic tools of innovation. The cost of thc material

requirements of innovation and information production is declining rapidly

in many domains. 25 more can be done with ever-cheaper computers and

communications systems. But exclusive rights in existing innovation tools

and information resources remain a significant barrier to innovation, edu-

cation, and the use of information-embedded tools and goods in low- and

middle-income countries. As new strategies for the production of informa-

tion and knowledge are making their outputs available freely for use and

continuing innovation by everyone everywhere, the networked information

economy can begin to contribute significantly to improvements in human

development. We already see free software and free and open Internet stan-

dards playing that role in information technology sectors. We are beginning

to see it rake form in academic publishing, raw information, and educational

materials, like multilingual encyclopedias, around the globe. More tenta-

tively, we are beginning to sec open commons-based innovation models and

peer production emerge in areas of agricultural research and bioagricultural

innovation, as well as, even more tentatively, in the area of biomedical re-

search. These are still very early examples of what can be produced by the

networked information economy, and how it can contribute, even if only
 to

a limited extent, to the capacity of people around the globe to live a lo
ng

and healthy, well-educated, and materially adequate life.

If the networked information economy is indeed 2 significant inflection

point for modern societies along all these dimensions, it is so because it

upsets the dominance of proprietary, marker-based production in the sphere

of the production of knowledge, information, and culture. This upset is

hardly uncontroversial. It will likely result in significant redistribution of

wealth, and no less importantly, power, from previously dominant firms and

business models to a mixture of individuals and social groups on the one

hand, and on the other hand businesses that reshape their business models

to take advantage of, and build tools an platforms for, the newly productive

social relations. As a practical matter, the major economic and social changes

described here are not deterministically preordained by the internal logic 
of

technological progress. What we see instead is that the happenstance of the

fabrication technology of computation, in particular, as well as storage and

communications, has created technological conditions conducive to a sig-

nificant realignment of our information production and exchange system.

The actual structure of the markets, technologies, and social practices that
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have been destabilized by the introduction of computer-communications

networks is now the subject of a large-scale and diffuse institutional battle.

We are seeing significant battles over the organization and legal capabilities

of the physical components of the digitally networked environment. Will all

broadband infrastructures be privately owned? If so, how wide a margin of

control will owners have CO prefer some messages Over (AIMS?' Will we, to

the contrary, permit open wireless networks to emerge as an infrastructure
of first and last resort, owned by its users and exclusively controlled by no
one? The drives CO greater private ownership in wired infrastructure, and the

push by Hollywood and the recording industry to require digital devices

mechanically to comply with exclusivity-respecting standards are driving the
technical and organizational design toward a closed environment that would
be more conducive to proprietary strategies. Open wireless networks and the

present business model of the large and successful device companies—par-

ticularly, personal computers—to use open standards push in the opposite

direction. End-user equipment companies are mostly focused on making

their products as valuable as possible to their users, and are therefore oriented

toward offering general-purpose platforms that can be deployed by their
owners as they choose. These then become equally available for market-

oriented as for social behaviors, for proprietary consumption as for produc-

tive sharing.
At the logical layer, the ethic of open standards in the technical com-

munity, the emergence of the free software movement and its apolitical

cousin, open-source development practices. on the one hand, and the anti-

authoritarian drives behind encryption hacking and some of the peer-to-peer

technologies, on the other hand, are pushing toward an open logical layer

available for all to use. The efforts of the content industries to make the

Internet manageable—most visibly, the DMCA and the continued domi-
nance of Microsoft over the desktop, and the willingness of courts and

legislatures to try to stamp out copyright-defeating technologies even when
these obviously have significant benefits to users who have no interest in
copying the latest song in order not to pay for the CD—arc the primary
sources of institutional constraint on the freedom to use the logical resources
necessary to communicate in the network.
At the content layer—the universe of existing information, knowledge,

and culture—we are observing a fairly systematic trend in law, but a growing
countertrend in society. In law, we see a continual tightening of the control
that the owners of exclusive rights are given. Copyrights are longer, apply
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to more uses, and are interpreted as reaching into every corner of valuable

use. Trademarks are stronger and more aggressive. Patents have expanded to

ncw domains and are given greater leeway. All these changes are skewing the

institutional ecology in favor of business models and production practices

that are based on exclusive proprietary claims; they are lobbied for by firms

that collect large rents if these laws are expanded, followed, and enforced.

Social trends in the past few years, however, are pushing in the opposite

direction. These are precisely the trends of networked information economy,

of nonmarket production, of an increased ethic of sharing, and an increased

ambition to participate in communities of practice that produce vast quan-

tities of information, knowledge, and culture for free use, sharing, and follow-

on creation by others.

The political and judicial pressures to form an institutional ecology that

is decidedly tilted in favor of proprietary business models are running head-

on into the emerging social practices described throughout this book. To

flourish, a networked information economy rich in social production prac-

tices requires a core common infrastructure, a set of resources necessary for

information production and exchange that are open for all to use. This

requires physical, logical, and content resources from which to make new

statements, encode them for communication, and then render and receive

them. At present, these resources are available through a mixture of legal

and illegal, planned and unplanned sources. Some aspects come from the

happenstance of the trajectories of very different industries that have oper-

ated under very different regulatory frameworks: telecommunications, per-

sonal computers, software. Internet connectivity, public- and private-sector

information, and cultural publication. Some come from more or less wide-

spread adoption of practices of questionable legality or outright illegality.

Peer-to-peer file sharing includes many instances of outright illegality prac-

ticed by tens of millions of Internet users. But simple uses of quotations,

clips, and mix-and-match creative practices that may, or, increasingly, may

not, fall into the narrowing category of fair use arc also priming the pump

of nonmarket production. At the same time, we are seeing art ever-more

self-conscious adoption of commons-based practices as a modality of infor-

mation production and exchange. Free software, Creative Commons, the

Public Library of Science, the new guidelines of the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) on free publication of papers. new open archiving practices,

librarian movements, and many other communities of practice are devel-

oping what was a contingent fact into a self-conscious social movement. As
--

0
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the domain of existing information and culture comes to be occupied by

information and knowledge produced within these free sharing movements

and licensed on the model of open-licensing techniques, the problem of the

conflict with the proprietary domain will recede. Twentieth-century materials

will continue to be a point of friction, but a sufficient quotient of twenty-

first-century materials seem now to be increasingly available from sources

that are happy to share them with furore users and creators. If this social-

cultural trend continues over time, access to content resources will present

an ever-lower barrier to nonmarkct production.

The relationship of institutional ecology to social practice is a complex

one. It is hard to predict at this point whether a successful sustained effort

on the part of the industrial information economy producers will succeed

in flipping even more of the institutional toggles in favor of proprietary

production. There is already a more significant social movement than existed

in the 19905 in the United States, in Europe, and around the world that is

resisting current efforts to further enclose the information environment. This

social movement is getting support from large and wealthy industrial players

who have reoriented their business model to become the platforms, tool-

makers, and service providers for and alongside the emerging nonmarket

sector. IBM, Hewlett Packard, and Cisco. for example, might stand shoulder

to shoulder with a nongovernment organization (NCO) like Public Knowl-

edge in an effort to block legislation that would require personal computers

to comply with standards set by Hollywood for copy protection. When

Hollywood sued Grokster. the file-sharing company, and asked the Supreme

Court to expand contributory liability of the makers of technologies that are

used to infringe copyrights, it found itself arrayed against amicus briefs filed

by Intel, the Consumer Electronics Association, and Verizon, SBC, AT&T.

MCI, and Sun Microsystems, alongside briefs from the Free Software Foun-

dation, and the Consumer Federation of America, Consumers Union, and

Public Knowledge.

Even if laws that favor enclosure do pass in one, or even many jurisdic-

tions, it is not entirely clear that law can unilaterally turn back a trend that

combines powerful technological, social, and economic drivers. We have seen

even in the area of peer-to-peer networks, where the arguments of the in-

cumbents seemed the most morally compelling and where their legal suc-

cesses have been the most complete, that stemming the tide of change is

difficult—perhaps impossible. Bits are a part of a flow in the networked

information environment, and trying to legislate that fact away in order to
+1
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preserve a business model that sells particular collections of bits as discrete,

finished goods may simply prove to be impossible. Nonetheless, legal con-

straints significantly shape the parameters of what companies and individu
als

decide to market and use. It is not hard to imagine that, were Napster seen

as legal, it would have by now encompassed a much larger portion of t
he

population of Internet users than the number of users who actually now u
se

file-sharing networks. Whether the same moderate levels of success 
in shap-

ing behavior can be replicated in areas where the claims of the incumben
ts

are much more tenuous, as a matter of both policy and moral claims—su
ch

as in the legal protection of anticircumvention devices or the c
ontraction of

fair use—is an even harder question. The object of a disc
ussion of the

institutional ecology of the networked environment is, in any ev
ent, not

prognostication. It is to provide a moral framework within which to unde
r-

stand the many and diverse policy battles we have seen over the past
 decade,

and which undoubtedly will continue into the coming decade, tha
t I have

written this book.

We arc in the midst of a quite basic transformation in how we perceive

the world around us, and how we act, alone and in concert with o
thers, to

shape our own understanding of the world we occupy and that o
f others

with whom we share it. Patterns of social practice, long suppressed as 
eco-

nomic activities in the context of industrial economy, have now eme
rged to

greater importance than they have had in a century and a half. Wit
h them,

they bring the possibility of genuine gains in the very core of liber
al com-

mitments, in both advanced economies and around the globe. The rise
 of

commons-based information production, of individuals and loose assoc
ia-

tions producing information in nonproprietary forms, presents a genui
ne

discontinuity from the industrial infimmation economy of the twentieth cen-

tury. It brings with it great promise, and great uncertainty. Wc have ea
rly

intimations as to how market-based enterprises can adjust to make room for

this newly emerging phenomenon—IBM's adoption of open source, Second

Life's adoption of user-created immersive entertainment, or Open Source

Technology Group's development of a platform for Slashdot. We also have

very clear examples of businesses that have decided to fight thc new 
changes

by using every trick in the book, and some, like injecting corrupt files in
to

peer-to-perr networks, that are decidedly not in the book. Law and regula-

tion form one important domain in which these battles over the shape
 of

our emerging information production system are fought. As we observe these

battles; as we participate in them as individuals choosing how to behave and
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what to believe, as citizens, lobbyists, lawyers, or activists; as we act out these

legal battles as legislators, judges, or treaty negotiators, it is important that

we understand the normative stakes of what we are doing.

We have an opportunity to change the way we create and exchange in-

formation, knowledge, and culture. By doing so, we can make the twenty-

first century one that offers individuals greater autonomy, political com-

munities greater democracy, and societies greater opportunities for cultural

self-reflection and human connection. We can remove some of the trans-

actional barriers to material opportunity, and improve the state of human

development everywhere. Perhaps these changes will be the foundation of a

true transformation toward more liberal and egalitarian societies. Perhaps

they will merely improve, in well-defined hut smaller ways, human life along

each of these dimensions. That alone is more than enough to justify an

embrace of the networked information economy by anyone who values hu-

man welfare, development, and freedom.
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